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Pink volunteers to push Red and uses that chance to pass on a letter to him before sending him to safety using her Clefable. Not THAT Kendra, for you magazine collectors out there Lass Kendra (Lv18 Jigglypuff, Nidorina, Ekans) Prizes: P288…and Stephan the Taylor Sw– Shift fan:Youngster Stephan (Lv18 Rattata x2, Spearow, Clefairy) Prizes:
P288The item in the northwest corner can’t be reached until we come back with HM Rock Smash. Reginald reappears to congratulate him, he saw what happened. Pikachu was killed by the boss of Team Rocket, but Surge doesn’t know. It can be caught, good luck.>>LEGENDARY BATTLE Musharna {Psychic} via Moon Stone – Krocki
{Ground/Water} – Gemini {Normal/Dark} – Girafarig[B] {Normal/Dark} – Doduo[O] {Normal/Flying} (same evolution as regular Doduo). Still got Porygon to deal with.DARK WEB (Area F) ——–First person we battle is Carl.Preppy Carl (Lv65 Dugtrio, Rhyperior, Crobat) Prize: P2600We’ll reach the warp panels leading to the Red Room. Pink seems
pleased about us getting away. On the left is our way out of here once we’re done. He denies killing Grey but Brown doesn’t believe him. But Buhi and that Little Girl reappear to let Red know who their next target is – Mom. In Mysterious Blaziken’s video there is supposed to be a Trainer named Kenny standing before we get to the Fire Stone. So for
now, we’re done with Cinnabar. It’s his Ponyta, it had been startled by some Spearow. Same figure we saw before, even Santa is shocked by this. After what we’ve gone through, I really hope it’s worth the trouble. She’ll step up face us, confident in her skills and wanting to fight for her daddy.>>TRAINER BATTLE>LEGENDARY BATTLELEGENDARY
BATTLE>BOSS BATTLE>BOSS BATTLE Gyarados[O] {Water/Dragon} same as regular. You came here aiming for the next Gym, not for some festival. It is at Level 40 and can be caught. He’ll ask her out, but before she can give an answer they are interrupted by those 2 Bikers. Cultist 1 just wants to see her husband again while her brother Cultist 2
doesn’t think it can happen because they’ve tried to reanimate the dead and that didn’t work. But he gives it to us instead. Interesting…but how many Master Trainers are there? Surprised?Speak to Green, who’ll tell us that the winner of this competition will receive a Master Ball. Luana says she’ll battle Red tomorrow.Later we see Green leave the
PokeCenter and he spots Porygon. Nothing else we can do for them. Alright. On the way we see one of the people from the graveyard, Cassidy, but we can’t help them. Celebi appears too and is willing to lend us its power. Porygon will transform and perform the move. After Delia leaves, Red decides to call Prof. Something’s wrong with Meowth.[AI]
CHAPTER 06 – DROWSING DROWZEE ==================================Back to Red and we have arrived on Kinkan Island.[015] KINKAN ISLAND – “The Island Surrounded with The Salty Sea Air.” ===================Places of Interest ……………… – Pokemon Center – PokeMart – Kinkan Island Police Station – Move
Tutor – Abandoned Lab – Kinkan DockKINKAN ISLAND POKEMART …………………. Ash walks in, Red says he needs to know the truth. Did Pink really have to be killed off? The upper path leads to creepy uncle Harold…Hiker Harold (Lv19 Geodude) Prize: P684…and an Escape Rope. We find out who this woman is – Sammy. Go back to Kangaskhan
and cure the baby. Continue west.Team Rocket Grunt (Lv5 Ekans) Prize: P180After that Grunt we see the Phantom Pokemon appear before us – Mew! Red tries to approach it but it flees. Then she starts talking in reverse to summon something that she thinks is her husband Josh. It dawns on Red that maybe something is eating them! When two
remain, go into the water and approach each of them. Just to the west of the hill is a blonde guy, he’s the Flareon Master.Continue surfing east, we’ll meet Derek, Anton and Jan on the way. Time to use that warp panel. Can’t continue west because Martha. Switch to Blaine training Mewtwo. To the west is the Gate, blocked by a group of Shellder.
Everything goes well until after the show when Red goes to speak to the actors and actresses. Then we’ll see the crystal cave. We escape back to the surface. Spearow Orangean Ponyta {Ice} Orangean Rapidash {Ice} Fearow Orangean Abra {Fighting} Meowth Persian Tentacool (Surf) Anchorage {Water/Steel} (Surf) Tentacruel (Surf) Horsea
(Fishing) Seadra (Fishing) Orangean Gyarados (Fishing) Psyduck (Fishing)Surf north, finding an island and a path to the east blocked by whirlpools. Litwick goes west and there’ll come a point where Red has grown tired. #3 is Kared from Route 3.Bug Catcher Kared (Lv45 Scyther, Beedrill, Butterfree) Prize: P540#4 is Bridgette from Route 5.Ranger
Bridgette (Lv45 Sneasel, Scizor) Prize: P1620**BATTLE NOTES: Link Stone on Scyther to get Scizor.To the left from her, almost hidden by a tree, is Rare Candy. It’s not an easy area to guide in text form but the aim is to get to the southwest corner, that’s where the exit is. Red finally sees her face but that doesn’t change anything between them, she
is still his friend. Oh, and his Charmander has evolved into Charmeleon.>>RIVAL BATTLE>BOSS…? We learn that the fire was started by a Magmar. Yup, another filler..Go to the Floral Pathway to the south. We’ll step out of that cave opening which was blocked by that girl, who was the Phantump. In the bottom left corner is TM35 (Flamethrower).
North from her is Green, also making his way to the Orange Archipelago. We got the Lunar Wing but there’s one more Bonus Chapter to be done here before we leave Hoenn. Ahh, so that’s why it is upset. Go the the north area where we’re shown a Rattata. Here is the list of the cyborg Pokemon we’ll be seeing:AI: 411[Gyarados] {Steel/Water} AI:
412[Tentacruel] {Steel/Water} AI: 413[Golbat] {Steel/Poison} AI: 414[Tauros] {Steel/Normal} AI: 415[Fearow] {Steel/Flying} AI: 416[Rhydon] {Steel/Rock} AI: 417[Aerodactyl] {Steel/Flying} AI: 418[Ariados] {Bug/Steel}Association Grunt Prize: P22500 (Lv75 AI: 413[Golbat], AI: 412[Tentacruel], AI: 411[Gyarados] x2)Association Grunt Prize:
P22500 (Lv75 AI: 412[Tentacruel], AI: 411[Gyarados])That is yet another Master Ball in the corner northeast from him. If you follow that path north which the Grunt came from, we’ll encounter another one, female.Team Rocket Grunt (Lv5 Zubat, Sandshrew) Prize: P180Just to the left from her, hidden behind those trees below is a Potion. If only he
knew get ready, we battle him again and he’s got a full team this time.>>BOSS BATTLE>BOSS BATTLE>GYM/BOSS BATTLE>TRAINER BATTLE>LEGENDARY BATTLE>GYM BATTLE>ORANGE LEAGUE SEMI-FINAL BATTLE>GYM…BOSS? Back to 1F and climb up using the northwest stairs. Xander has improved it and now it also holds the Spine
Fossil. Head Northwest.ROUTE 1 (Orange Archipelago Remix) ——-Pokemon Found …………. There’s a Link Stone in the grass on the left. Though it is a sad affair, Mr Fuji takes comfort in having been there at the end for his old friend. He’s there if/when you’re ready to face his Lv255 team.>>TRAINER BATTLE>LEGENDARY BATTLE>RIVAL
BATTLE>RIVAL BATTLE>BOSS BATTLE>BOSS BATTLE>POKE-BOSS BATTLE Magnezone via Thunder Stone – Vulpix 1 Tail -> Onetales via Fire Stone – Sunkern -> Sunflora[O] {Grass/Psychic} via Sun Stone – Clamperl -> Gorebyss by levelling up. Blaine wonders if Xander is actually aiming to obtain both Mewtwo instead. Floating in the water is
TM65 (Shadow Claw).Swimmer Phoebe (Lv53 Exeggutor, Hypno) Prize: P1060Floating near her is some Berry Juice.Swimmer Edgar (Lv53 Xatu, Cloyster) Prize: P1060Swimmer Natalie (Lv53 Arcanine, Lumirage) Prize: P1060**BATTLE NOTES: Lumirage is a Water/DarK-type.And we’re here.[018] KINNOW ISLAND – “The Island of Entertainment.”
===================Places of Interest ……………… – Pokemon Center – PokeMart – Daycare – Kinnow Island Restaurant – Kinnow Island’s Beach – Kinnow Island Flower GardenKINNOW ISLAND POKEMART …………………. Back to 1F and go east then north to pick up TM52 Focus Blast. A branch path going to the right leads to an
ascending ladder, which will take you to some Rare Candy in another area. If you’re not interested in it or will do it later, skip down to “Back with Red on Valencia”.[XX39] BONUS CHAPTER 39 VOODOO ==============================We’ll meet mother Tsukuyo and father Kondo, whose son Sougo is caught in a strange sleep. It’s at
Lv180 this time, catch it if you can.You’ll be able to find Primisect in the grass of this island now. Follow that path as it goes south, picking up TM120 Frenzy Plant on the way, until we see an old man named Reginald. Then you can slide over and head up to more downward stairs.The only item found in the new area is a Rare Candy. No even Red as
the Champion helps (he’s still a child). She joins him. Geodude Machop Orangean Ponyta {Ice} Orangean Numel {Ice/Ground} Wolfie {Ice} Machoke Warhound {Ice/Dark} Orangean Camerupt {Ice/Ground} Rock Smash: Geodude, GravelerBefore reaching those steps, a rock falls down to block our way. Say Yes to Blaine’s question to have Mewtwo
officially join our crew.MEWTWO (Lv150) Ability: Pressure Moves Known: Mimic, Recover, Safeguard, Aura SphereThe Primisect are out attacking other Grunts but there’s nothing Blaine and Red can do about that. We chase her up to the stream near the Gym. Tsukuyo doesn’t like Takasugi and blames him for this. Cycling Road ahead…wait, we
don’t have a b–CYCLING ROAD ————Outside the Gate we find Green again and no, he hasn’t joined up with those Bikers you see here (would’ve been a hilarious twist though). Then she disappears. Archer sends a Grunt to bring back Cissy and Danny…and has a mission for Nate: go to Kumquat Island to stop Red. Next door we’ll find their mother
Sugar, in a much worse state than Cinnamon. Nice touch.Swimmer Neesha (Lv45 Wigglytuff, Blastoise) Prize: P900Going east then south.Swimmer Korey (Lv45 Venusaur, Pidgeot, Rhyhorn) Prize: P900Soon enough we’ll make it.NEW ISLAND ———-Pokemon Found …………. Look for an old man with a Jigglypuff. She didn’t expect to find an
underground cave. In the grass south from the old man and the Spearow is a Oran Berry. They mistreat Bomfur because they didn’t like its performance. And wouldn’t you know it, Missingno has the “Wonder Guard” Ability. Celebi joins the party! *cue JRPG party joining theme*[040xxiv] CELEBI (Lv150) Type: Psychi/Grass Ability: Natural Cure
Moves Known: Future Sight, Healing Wish, Petal Storm, Perish SongEnd of Bonus Chapter 66 Time Passenger.Speak to Pichu to initiate battle and try to catch it.>>SPECIAL BATTLE>POKE-BOSS BATTLE Tangrowth at Lv40 after learning Ancient Power. No interest in getting Oak too.Back to Red. Once back at the Gym make your way through the
dark to the northside doorway, in the next area continue north to another doorway and in the third room Red finds a stranger named Renee, the new Mikan Gym Leader. Drat.[XX29] BONUS CHAPTER 29 BATTLE NETWORK ======================================We go back to Silph Co. Interesting enough, on 4F (when we
come in from the 1F) is a guy named Nedry who’ll make you a Voltorb Gun (like the one Surge had in his team) if you bring him 6 Voltorb. Pink tries to talk him out of doing anything rash.Red finds a Grunt demanding Pokemon from a Sailor named Almond.Team Rocket Grunt (Lv50 Pidgeot[O], Rapidash, Golem) Prize: P1800We hear from Almond that
the Gym Leader here is in trouble. Hoopa says Jirachi will deal with her. Mysteon is a Dragon-type.Floating in the water above him is TM86 (Grass Knot).[040b] SCALCHOP Island – “The Island of Crooks and Criminals.” ======================Pokemon Found [Levels: 119-143] …………. Make a note of that item, we’ll need HM Rock
Smash.MT. You’ll find her in the Saffron City Park. It’s been a while since she last saw a visitor. No, she got lost…she’s in a volcano…We’ll find her in the Cinnabar Volcano, on the raised ground near the Grimer. Defeat all the Trainers here so we can move on to the semi-finals.ROUTE 23 ——–Pokemon Found …………. She’s not acting like regular
self…and she’ll battle us:>>RIVAL BATTLE>BOSS BATTLE Kangaskhan at Lv20 – Sarapi -> Paras at Lv16 – Machoke -> Machamp via Link Stone – Farfetch’d -> SoFetch! {Normal/Flying} at Lv30 – Goldeen (female) -> Seaqueen {Water} at Lv31 – Kadabra -> Alakazam via Link Stone – Abra[O] {Fighting} -> Kadabra[O] {Fighting} same ->
Alakazam[O] {Fighting} via Link Stone – Poliwhirl -> Politoed via Link Stone or Policroak {Water/Ground} via Sun Stone – Graveler -> Golem via Link Stone – Slowpoke -> Slowking via Link Stone or Slowbro via Water Stone – Seadra -> Kingdra via Link Stone or Flydra {Dragon/Fly} via Ice Stone – Shellder -> Gastroper {Water/Ice} via Link Stone –
Haunter -> Gengar via Link Stone – Weepinbell -> Gauntrebel {Grass/Fighting} via Sun Stone – Scyther -> Scizor via Link Stone – Onix -> Steelix via Link Stone – Magmar -> Magmortar via Fire Stone or Link Stone – Chansey -> Gleesy {Normal/Fairy} by levelling up while knowing a Fairy-type move -> Blissey by levelling up with high happiness –
Eevee -> Espeon (Sun Stone), Umbreon (Moon Stone), Leafeon (Leaf Stone), Glaceon (Ice Stone) or via Evol Coral for its other forms too except Omnion. The Mayor just wants them to leave. One more round against the man!>>BOSS BATTLE>LEGENDARY BATTLE>ORANGE LEAGUE PRELIM. Then inspect the mountain wall next to it. Koga’s Muk
has trapped Green, until Scyther frees him. He tells Red a story about two lovers who were caught in a war between their homes Southern and Northern Islands. Pink is in the background watching. Just like that.The Gate leading into Fuchsia is up ahead. A fellow Dragon-type user that Drake says has a darkness in him, but he doesn’t go further than
that. Not.Team Rocket Grunt (Lv50 Magnezone, Raitora) Prize: P1800**BATTLE NOTES: Magnezone evolves from Magneton via Thunder Stone.She says that the only way to take down the barricades is to hit a switch in the control room and another button located in that Cissy person’s room. Special thanks to Judas Thundersteel (at the GBAHacks
site), WeirdGuyTL (on Reddit) and Leigh (via email) who provided information on how to get these.++SHINY DITTO++Return to the Celadon Game Corner and make your way to the room that contains one of those tanks filled with green liquid. Prepare yourself and let’s meet Bruno. Speak to Officer Jenny, she tells us that Pokemon have been going
missing lately in Vermilion City. He drops a little history note about all the winners of the Indigo League being Pallet Town Trainers. Going south are a number of long stairs, leading to dead ends or slide panels. Would you believe her? Those stairs take us to a room on 5F. Prof. Can’t step in or anything, perhaps a Pokemon will appear there at some
point. South from the house is the Trovita Island Garden, you’ll find some Zinc there. At the top is a broken piece of the monolith that continues the tale, revealing that the warriors didn’t defeat Dark Fog but sealed it in a PokeBall. Carry on east to see future Aqua Admin Shelly in the water, a Policeman and a Biker.Swimmer[F] Shelly (Lv160 Florges)
Prize: P3200The Policeman is the Electrode Master and the Biker is Mark.Punk Mark (Lv170 Incineroar) Prize: P3400Past him is the gate leading to Sudachi Island and on the beach is a Key Item – Myth Book 2. Jolene, Elaine and Alan leave while we deal with this monster. Everything is okay now that we’ve cleared things with Erika. Where’s Cissy?
Team Rocket Claire Prize: P2232 (Lv62 Gyarados[O], Dodrio[P], Nidoking[O])That guilty conscience gets to Claire and she finally tells Red that Cissy is at the Flower Garden to the south of town. Jiggly Anc is also at Level 40. This time though he notes that there is something different about Red, because he has lost someone and that has somehow
made him pure (?). Round 3, but even with a second Master Ball this time, we still can’t catch Mewtwo…during the battle. Follow it further north until we see that first Pokemon again, this time we can identify it before it disappears – Phantump. But right after the fence comes down, it comes back up again and the real source of power appears –
Zapdos. ZAPPED. There’s a Bonus Chapter we can come back for. We learn that Thaan was her fiance whom Mana boarded the ship with for a holiday trip to the Unova region. After that diving Grunt!-Tangelo Island Wildlife Park (Underwater Spot)- Corsola Clamperl Orangean Remoraid {Water/Steel} Orangean Huntail {Water/Fairy} Orangean
Gorebyss {Water/Dark}In the eastern corner is TM46 (Thief). He approaches a woman standing ahead, her name is Milly. Red won’t give up, he assures him that he’ll get it back. Then she’ll leave and Pink gets to tell Red about Brown’s search for him after what happened to Grey. Watching this scene from afar are Pink, Grey and Brown. Before Red
can help, another hero swoops in – Drake and he sends out his Dragonite to deal with the birds. There is no Kenny as I’m passing through here.A Kimono Girl stands before the Shrine and asks Red if he’s looking for Celebi. Giovanni shows up to save him but Red will battle Magmar and Giovanni wants to see how he’ll do. There’s a barricade keeping
us from moving ahead. Too many Grunts for us to face according to Blue and Delia worries about Ash but he tells her he can handle himself, then he gets a piece of memory back, of when he was attacked by that flock of Spearow (Episode 1 of the first anime season, I think?) and then he runs off. He won’t be starting the engine until his Vaporeon is
found. Blue jumps in between Red and Gengar. Then speak to Sharan, she’s found near the Floral Pathway. Time to do some work. Blue will talk about how she feels about her parents now after facing Oak. Behold, Level 255 Cipher!! And before you even ask, the answer is NO, it cannot
like we’re going to be walking around with a Level 255
monster from another dimension, nope. Red was about to surf into a massive whirlpool. That’s the cry Red heard. We’re headed north for Butwal Island.Bird Keeper Winston Prize: P1488 (Lv62 Girafarig[B], Dusknoir, Sandslash[A])[032] BUTWAL ISLAND – “The Island of Plain & Blandness.” ===================Places of Interest
……………… – PokeCenterPokemon Found …………. Green tells Red that he saw Carly a few days ago. When you’re ready, talk to Green. Building an army on Rind Island so he can take over the Board. Surf north from there to find Troy.Toddler Troy Prize: P2928 (Lv60 Pangpire, Warhound, Gleesy, Lv61 Warhound)There’s an Ice Stone in the grass east
from him. We’re headed northwest to chase away the Anchorage which we see blocking the path going south from Route 1.ROUTE 6 [Orange Archipelago Version] ——-Pokemon Found …………. Rattata, Pidgey, Caterpie, SpearowAs we enter, Red bumps into someone – a Team Rocket Grunt! He’s busy looking for the “Phantom Pokemon” and he
rushes off. The doll came from his uncle Takasugi, Kondo’s brother. Drake has overheard this and passes on the info to Looker.End of Chapter 20 – Rampage.[AX] CHAPTER 21 – COMA ======================It is a few days later and fortunately for us, Red is already near Valencia. We receive an Urn.On the right side of that fence by the
Gym is some Bright Powder. Uhh boy…Leave the house and head east, we’ll see Nurse Joy with….Koga (?!)>>ER, BOSS BATTLE…? Toxapex {Poison/Water} at Lv38 – Hoppip[O] {Grass/Fairy} -> Skiploom[O] {Grass/Fairy} -> Jumpluff[O] {Grass/Fairy} same as regular – Kotora {Electric} -> Raitora {Electric} by level up – Koffing[O] {Poison/Fairy}
-> Weezing[O] {Poison/Fairy} same as regular – Bellsprout[O] -> Weepinbell[0] -> Victreebel[O] same types & evolution – Shuckle[O] {Bug/Grass} – Staryu[O] {Water/Fairy} -> Starmie[O] {Water/Fairy} same evolution – Porygon -> Porygon2 via Link Stone. Carry on north and meet the princess, Niana. Inside the Gym Erika says we have to catch an
Eevee. Definitely not an illusion. Watching him from nearby is that Porygon…[AO] CHAPTER 12 – SNORING SNORLAX =================================[021] GRAPEFRUIT ISLAND – “The Island of Sweat & Labour.” =======================Places of Interest ……………… – PokeCenter – PokeMart – Grabara
Motel/Grapefruit Island Hotel – Bara Farm – Residential AreaGRAPEFRUIT ISLAND POKEMART ————————– Poke Ball – P200 Great Ball – P600 Ultra Ball – P1200 Net Ball – P1000 Dive Ball – P1000 Repeat Ball – P1000 Timer Ball – P1000 Luxury Ball – P1000 Premier Ball – P200 Hyper Potion – P1200 Max Potion – P2500 Full Restore – P3000
Full Heal – P600 Max Ether – P2000 Max Elixir – P4500 Max Revive – P4000 Max Repel – P700 X Attack – P500 X Defend – P550 X Speed – P350 X Special – P350 X Accuracy – P950 Guard Spec. Once the machine is up and running, Ivy says we’ll meet us at her lab.She knows that we’re here for the Orange League…well, just Red and Green. Surfing:
Mudkip, MudkipX, MarshtompX. Back to Kinkan then surfing south to Route 4. Skip down to “Back to Red on Butwal” if you don’t want to do them/want to do them later.[XX49] BONUS CHAPTER 49 JOYFUL WORLD ====================================This is triggered by reading a diary entry left behind on the next floor of the
PokeCenter at night. Travis attacks!>>BABY BOSS BATTLE>RIVAL BATTLE>BOSS BATTLE>LEGENDARY BATTLE Sandslash[A] {Ice/Steel} same as regular – Vulpix[A] {Ice} -> Ninetales[A] {Ice} via Ice Stone – Grimer[O] {Poison/Fire} -> Muk[O] {Poison/Fire} same as regular – Grimer[A] {Poison/Dark} -> Muk[O] {Poison/Dark} same as regular
– Skrelp {Poison/Water} -> Dragalge {Poison/Dragon} at Lv48 – Tail {Normal/Grass} – Sneasel[O] {Fairy/Ice} – Stunpuff[E] {Water/Electric} – Stunpuff[P] {Water/Poison} – Inkay {Dark/Psychic} -> Malamar {Dark/Psychic} – Bruxish {Water/Psychic} – Seviper[O] {Poison} – Lumirage {Water/Dark} – Worma {Bug/Psychic} -> Magrub
{Bug/Psychic} at Lv20 -> Magimusha {Bug/Psychic} at Lv40 – Doduo[O] {Fairy/Flying} -> Dodrio {Fairy/Flying} same – Golppy {Water} – Wolfie {Ice} -> Warhound {Ice/Dark} by levelling up – Dhelmise {Ghost/Grass} – Jynx[O] {Fire/Psychic} – Ariados[O] {Bug/Poison} – Hanarabi {Grass/Ice} – Prentice {Fighting} -> Hitmonyan
{Fighting/Psychic} by levelling up – Reinady {Normal/Steel} – Mantyke -> Mantine by levelling up, doesn’t need Remoraid in party – Yanma -> Yanmega by levelling up – Stantly {Normal} – Vileplume[O] same as regular Vileplume – Arbok 2 {Poison/Ground} – Arbok 3 {Poison} – Arbok 6 {Poison} – Arbok 8 {Poison/Steel} – Arbok 9 {Poison} – Arbok
10 {Poison/Grass} – Dunsparce -> Dragodune {Normal/Dragon} by levelling upThe following Pokemon I’m not sure about, if anyone can help with information please do: – Omnion {???/GLT} maybe? Pressing the button will release clones of the Kanto starters in the corridor we’ll be heading into. We have to find Ivy and bring her back here.Northeast
is a path blocked by big whirlpools. Pikachu apologises for all the trouble now that it is fading, everyone will be sent back to the real world. Obviously any people you meet can’t see us but it is interesting to hear what they have to say. Red accepts the bet. They have some unfinished business with us, especially Brown. But someone close by isn’t
having a good time. Red is caught in a bright white light. Blair is reluctant to help but yields and agrees to go with Red because she is the only one who can seal away the demon.Scene change, back to Sugar and Cinnamon’s house where we see Sugar has been possessed. It’s the past because he sees little girl Blue searching for her parents. Noted.
[033] KUMQUAT ISLAND ====================Places of Interest ……………… – PokeCenter – PokeMart – Gym – Kumquat Island Hotel – Kumquat Xes HotelKUMQUAT ISLAND POKEMART ………………….. North and middle paths lead to the “surprise” which is blocking the last stretch – Snorlax. **Spoiler** we’re not going to get nice
alternative to him or to make up for not being able to Fly :/Next door from the Lab is the Yuuki Residence. Grey’s Pokemon were taken, but we still got ours so we’ll handle the Grunts on our way out of here.South is blocked by barricades so we head west and north.Team Rocket Grunt (Lv55 Lickylick) Prize: P1980Team Rocket Grunt (Lv50 Nightstrix,
Kangaskhoo) Prize: P1800To the left from them is some Protein. In the northwest corner from the farm is a Potion. There’s a sound from beyond that blocked doorway. Jolteon flees, changing into a Vaporeon as it does. He has taken Red’s Pokemon and is about to attack again but Ash comes to the rescue and with him is our great partner Blue. When
Red tries to interact with it, it jumps into the water. Watching this are Pink and Brown, shocked to see that Grey is alive…then the other Red appears with a Porygon and kills Grey. Southeast has Terri.Lady Terri (Lv55 Camerupt[O], Muk[O]) Prize: P11000**NOTE** In Beta 14.5 she has Level 50 Magma and Rapidash. Red leaves the Fish Food, the
Pokemon is lured out. The one item found underwater is a Region Orb. Afterwards take Bill back to the cottage and help him become human again. That is an X Defend in the water. Not Jessie, just a projection from you-know-who. It is at Level 80, now a Porygon2. Blue shows up and wants to chat with him. Something is in there…and whatever that is
suddenly grabs him and pulls him in! We see Nurse Joy again, who is also attacked by something unseen. At the end, standing on an island is the monster – Mewtwo. Red wonders who she could be. There’s a switch which reveals a secret doorway. Near the Slowpoke is some Black Sludge. We’ll enter another area where Green is attacking a Porygon
that got to him. Southeast, near a pond is a scared Poliwag. The machine is now virus free. A little laughing girl appears from nowhere and rushes into the house. Yellow found him in the forest and brought him here. Killing her off too, why?? Nothing happens after either option…well, one of those options will leave your wallet feeling a little lighter.
We attempt to escape using Jigglypuff but Tesla orders for it to be shot down. Another child named Will arrives, one of the Masked Children, and we battle him. North is Zone 3….-Safari Zone (3rd Zone)- Wild Grass: Rhyhorn, Nidoran Male, Exeggcute, Paras, Nidorino, Nidorina, Venomoth, Chansey, Tauros. From Nurse Joy we find out that the
delivery man is stuck on Ascorbia Island because his cargo ship broke down (you may have spoken to an NPC over there who mentioned this cargo ship, that’s him). Short and sweet.End of Chapter 16 – Fair Child.Continuing east, into a scene change. Team Rocket’s headquarters could be there. We’ll meet up with Green, so far so good according to
him. After she wins and leaves, we have to find Green. Place Celebi in your party then speak to Kai in the Vineyard. Swimming in the southwest waters is Ursula.Swimmer Ursula (Lv50 Octillery[O], Octillery) Prize: P1000**BATTLE NOTES: Octillery[O] {Water/Steel} evolves from Remoraid[O] {Water/Steel} same way as regular Remoraid.Following
that path west from her leads to the Anchorage blockade. He asks Giovanni to help him get rid of Green, only for Giovanni to turn against John. Gengar Hal identifies herself as Sallie and says that she isn’t what’s haunting the house – there’s something much stronger doing that and Sallie has been keeping it at bay. Mantine (Surf) Skrelp
{Poison/Water} (Surf) Skyray {Water/Flying} (Surf) Mantyke (Surf) Sunmola {Water} (Fishing) Orangean Remoraid {Water/Steel} (Fishing) Orangean Staryu {Water/Fairy} (Fishing)Floating in the water are a Rare Candy and an Ultra Ball. Second ladder same deal but we’ll be in the northeast section. Continue right and head south for the next
Grunt + a couple of items. Fishing: Horsea, Gyarados, Psyduck.As soon as we arrive, there is a tremor. Then a wild Level 12 Machoke invades the Gym to spoil things. Beat it and send it running. Jesus wept. That man standing near the phone is Jun Jun, looking to sell a wonderful Pokemon from Hoenn – a mighty Feebas, for P10 000! What a steal, eh?
Head for the blimp, inside is the Lapras Master (the child in a swimming tube). They are stuck here because the PokeCenter is running short on supplies.[AU] CHAPTER 18 – URGENT SUPPLIES =================================That man standing the Monsta Cado Residence will trigger a Bonus Chapter which must be done at
night. You can re-enter the Stadium and heal up and stuff if you need to. Wild Grass: Ponyta, Magmar, Vulpix, Growlithe, Arcanine. Then Guzzlord appears, people leave the room except Fern and Daniel. It gets a hold of some of her hair and uses Curse, starting to erode her life. He’s part of Team Rocket and he is the one who tried to kill us before (I
guess the hairstyle should’ve given him away) until someone saved Red.Scene change. Green doesn’t like what’s going on and tells Red to bind Runuko, but the man jumps into the water.ROUTE 12 [Orange Archipelago Lesson] ——–Pokemon Found …………. A mysterious Pokemon set this place on fire. Selecting No leads to Genesect being left to go
out into the wild. Just before we reach those stairs heading up, scene change to Looker outside. I’m not sure what’s up. Afterwards someone shows up, also looking for shelter from the rain. MOON ——–Pokemon to be found ………………. Past the second Grunt, Red sees Tesla and others. Who could that be…? Gotta find Martin.[AT] CHAPTER 17 –
BUSH FIRE ===========================But we got Team Rocket Grunts around the forest now. In the room we get, there’s a Rare Candy on the table. Geuron will help us, he’s got unsettled business with Tesla. Up top go through the doorway and we’ll replay from when Milly shows Red the Rock Tunnel scene right up to the end of
the Bonus Chapter.Speak to Milly. We’ll find Carol standing by the cliff. Short route, because just up ahead is Murcott Island.[024] MURCOTT ISLAND – “The Island of Stones.” ====================Places of Interest ……………… – Murcott Island CavePokemon Found …………. Gastly, Cubone, Abra, Kangaskid.We’re attacked as soon as we
get here.Summoner Leslie (Lv25 Vulpix, Ninetales, Kadabra) Prize: P800Unlike everyone else we’ve met so far, she attacked us on purpose. Onwards to Route 3.ROUTE 3 ——-Pokemon Found …………. He starts to consider what Pink said to him and see the error of his ways…then Nate and Gueron appear. Near the first pond to the west is an HP Up.
Aside from catching Pokemon, there’s nothing else to be done here for now. Some look interesting and well designed…others though…Insecteon {Bug}, Ancieon {Ground}, Wispeon {Ghost}, Mysteon {Dragon}, Bouldeon {Rock}.A couple of Trainers have appeared in the forest on Cleopatra Island:Scientist Frank (Lv62 Ditto) Prize: P2976Blackbelt
Bruce (Lv62 Hitmonyan, Medicham) Prize: P1488Then we finally see Pink confess her feelings to Red…but Red doesn’t feel the same way. Damn.End of Bonus Chapter 67 Ancient Race.The glitch is a change in sprites. Some of Mewtwo’s cells got into his arm and at some point they’ll take over his body and kill him. It is in the northwest corner. Red
tells her to go to the PC right away. Giovanni can’t have John spoiling his plans or revealing his identity. Until then, step into Cerulean. Rudy has SoFetch! teleport Green and Red to a safe spot. A tournament where participants enter with their dates and they take part in various activities to win the prize. He woke up without any memories of what
happened, resulting in him creating stories of adventures which he never had. Gyarados holds a Gyaradosite. Suddenly Pink is in pain and remembers Rind Island, where she died, and leaves to go there.[XX61B] BONUS CHAPTER 61B UNTOLD TRUTH ======================================Make your way back to Rind Island
and to the pit where Pink was killed. This is John Silph, the man in charge here. Fishing: Sunmola, Orangean Remoraid, Orangean Staryu.We see a Grunt asking a Scyther if it doesn’t want to be with its Trainer. Dive and meet Level 60 special edition Lugia[W]. Then Red is sent to another period, he appears in his house. Then he leaves, saying he’s
fine. Green is with Sabrina and he finds out about Red meeting her at Oak’s lab. Jirachi grants the wish, Red asks what the flowers are for but the Doctor doesn’t wish and tell. Mime, Ekans. He had the title passed down to him by their late father. Officer Jenny is trying to organise people. Orangean Sunflora {Grass/Psychic} Dunsparce Phantump
{Ghost/Grass} Litwick {Ghost/Fire} Lampent {Ghost/Fire} Tentacool (Surf) Orangean Magikarp {Water} (Surf, fishing) Orangean Gyarados {Water/Dragon} (Surf, fishing) Tentacruel (Surf) Anchorage {Water/Steel} (Surf) Cloyster (Fishing) Orangean Staryu {Water/Fairy} (Fishing) Orangean Starmie {Water/Fairy} (Fishing)That item to the left of
Shiva the Teleporter is a Fairy Stone.Guitarist Taylor (Lv62 Raitora) Prize: P1984Northeast corner on the island is a cave opening which is blocked at the moment. Red will not set foot on Mirage Island again. teleport to Pumello Island. If you’re ready to return to Cerulean however, just skip down to “Back in Cerulean”.[XX22] BONUS CHAPTER 22
THE BROKEN BIRD =======================================Go to the Carmichael Residence to bring Carol the terrible news about her husband. In the top right corner is an upward ladder. Next, Ice Island. Switch to Koga and Janine leaving, for training maybe? Exit the building and head north for the big building. Beyond
heavy stuff right there.End of Bonus Chapter 61 Timekeeper.Red reappears in his room. Oak, Prof. On the right is a warp panel which sends us up to 4F.-Silph Co 4F- ………….We see 2 Grunts having a chat. Rework) —————Pokemon Found (Levels: 87-100) …………. Just to the north is an Ice Heal. Problem solved. Before that, let’s finish off
exploring Route 2.ROUTE 2 (Orange Archipelago Dub Mix) [Western Side] ——-Pokemon Found …………. Back to Bill, leave the food and face Fearow, Level 25. Wild Grass: Meowth, Pidgey, Oddish, Growlithe, Primeape.Those 2 women on the right, looking like they could be up for a Double Battle, only one of them will fight.Harpie Karen (Lv23
Ivysaur, Jigglypuff, Clefairy) Prize: P368Can’t continue east because of the popstar battle in progress. It also sounds like Pink is possibly stalking Red, but they just laugh it off, because why not? We meet Pony, who’ll heal our team. We’ll find Oak speaking to Mom in town. Houses are blocked, the PokeMart too.Team Rocket Grunt Prize: P1980 (Lv55
Golem, Beedrill[O], Shuckle[O], Butterfree[O])**BATTLE NOTES: Butterfree[O] is a Bug/Psychic-type.Team Rocket Grunt (Lv50 Machamp, Golem) Prize: P1800Got another Grunt near the PokeMart, in the east area. Taking advantage of the townsfolk’s superstitions, Team Rocket have built a base here. Approaching the crystals at the center will bring
up a message about us not being strong enough. Switch to Looker and his friend Sami visiting a PokeCenter with Croagunk, healthy. Fishing: Magikarp, Grimer. An opening is revealed, in the next area Red sees the body of Alan a.k.a the stalker guy and he’s still breathing! Then new Elaine shows up to spoil things. MimeNo haze down here but
powerful light. Meet the Juggler Grunt:Juggler Grunt Prize: P2400 (Lv60 Gastroper, Kangaskhoo, Mrs. The exit is just to the south, outside turn left and Red jumps down. Doesn’t matter how Geuron feels about Tesla’s actions, he does nothing to her and is given orders.Back to Red. Josh is here. Up the stairs on the left to find another opening and
TM57 (Charge Beam).TANGOR ISLAND CAVE ——————Pokemon Found (1F) ————- Woobat {Psychic/Flying} Wobbuffet Drilbur Zubat Orangean Beldum Swoobat {Psychic/Flying} Aron Orangean Beldum {Rock/Psychic} Orangean Metang {Rock/Psychic} CrobatMake your way to a square of sand in the southwest. Mom wants him to visit Prof.
East we go! Head upstairs in the Gate and find out a nice piece of info about Mrs Ketchum next up, Route 15. Fairy Tail’s Gray…?>>ORANGE LEAGUE PRELIM. The death ruined him. Huh. Just interact with those machines that have lights going on and off until there is just one column of slide panels separating this side of the room from the one on
the right. The next familiar face we see is Delia Ketchum. Head north, up the steps and meet Virginia. Nothing we can do for it at the moment except for Red hearing a voice say Dark Relic when he looks at the writings. Oak will ask Red to turn back. There is TM76 (Brave Bird) in the area we reach. Blue decides she’ll do that with Looker and James
while Green and Red go for the Orange Cup. At the hotel, Red and Delia team up to battle other Grunts that barge into the room.Team Rocket Grunt Prize: P2232 (Lv62 Primeape, Hitmonyan, Octillery[O])Gotta find Blue and Luana, since Red doesn’t know. Duskbell {Dark} evolves from Nightbell {Dark} by levelling up. She doesn’t trust Nurse Joy,
thinking she’s having an affair with her husband and in the end Red has to help out by spying on her for Fiona. Luana shows up, not so nice now, and revealing that she has a side hustle of abducting children…and that her child is dead, killed by her. She saw the Pokemon somewhere in Cerulean when they went there for a field trip. We give Nurse Joy
the supplies.End of Chapter 18 – Urgent Supplies.There’s a second Bonus Chapter here, which is about Nurse Joy and the mountain. Then there’s another story where she’s trying to interview Steve’s mom Sugar and sister Cinnamon but fails. We’re one of the winners of Block C. She tells Red that the Pallet Townsfolk are in Saffron City. While
everyone is happy to meet the newest member and see his Pokemon, they are not prepared to learn that Red battles alongside his team. Down to “Back to Red.”[XX52] BONUS CHAPTER 52 BLUE’S TALE 3 =====================================POKEMON ASSOCIATION HQ (Area 1) ———————-We flash back to when Blue
and James infiltrate the HQ. Fun times ahead now that Blue is going to be active in the story :/Continue north then west to the Gate. Looker gives us some of that Remeyo Weed. Textbook Rival moves right there.**NOTE** There is a Bonus Chapter triggered by going back to Kangaskhan and speaking to it, but don’t bother with it for now because
we’ll need HM Surf.Go east to meet Bakura.Bug Catcher Bakura (Lv11 Caterpie, Metapod, Butterfree) Prize: P132South from him is Leonard the environmentalist, busy at work. Oak arrives to get Bulbasaur, but the Pokemon won’t return to him and instead has warmed up to Red. Tiffany changes her mind after seeing this. He tells Red that he can’t
tell her how he feels because she’s dead. She disappears. Pink has drifted to a village somewhere. North from Jenny you’ll find the Pikachunite X Cultist, a PP Max and the Pikachunite Y Cultist. When he wakes up he finds a snow-made Snorlax! Chase after it, returning north. She’s also going to be staying with us for a while. Who drops a Master Ball?
Northwest, before crossing the lake, has TM84 (Poison Jab). And we find out that Kabiin is also a pre-evolved form of Munchlax but she doesn’t know how to make it evolve. She wants to come along with us and to prove that she is good enough, she faces Red (if she wins, she tags along). Nurse Joy confirms that she is not in an affair, she’s with Koga.
She tries to upset Red by reminding him of what happened to Pink and Mayla but he reminds her that she’s going to stuck in that cell for the rest of her life. Interesting enough Delia has already gone there. Interact with the rock in the northwest area that we’ll pick up as a Burnt Rock and return to Magmar. Well.End of Bonus Chapter 41 Rose Red
Bonus Chapter.At least it was short and sweet. At the PokeCenter, we’ll receive a Life Orb from Kaye. Northwest from the Fit & Fast Program is the eBay Program a.k.a the PokeMart here. Because after you catch and trade the Krabby with her, she then gives us the HM. We’re backtracking to Trovita Island, the long way. So ends our Safari Zone
adventures and this Bonus Chapter.End of Bonus Chapter 10 Ancient Turtle.Can’t go south of town for now, we don’t have HM Strength. Then Green, Blue and Ash start acting strange and run off. Climb up to 2F using the southeast stairs. If you want it, make some room.We see Pink by the left side pool and Red tells her about meeting Brown again.
Then a Bonus Chapter is triggered. The Sages gave up their lives to seal away Hoopa here but previous Red released Hoopa when he changed the timeline. As Officer Jenny is explaining Cerulean’s water system, she’s dragged into the water. Red believes that perhaps there is hope for Mewtwo to change for the better. They still haven’t located the
Moon Stone but if someone else does find it, they won’t hesitate to use force. Step through the doorway on the left and see Red back in Pallet Town. A 7th gen ‘Mon. All the way to the south is the HM. Continue west to find another entrance.-Left Side (1F)- Wild Encounters: Seel, Zubat, Golbat, Golduck.Those Grunts are here, get ready. Kabuto
Omanyte Lileep AnorithIn the second area we’ll be attacked by Kabuto, Level 50, which have bust out from the wall. But if you want to return there right away just skip down to “Back on Route 17”. PorygonX is in Porygon’s Virus form, still a GLT-type. Just when it sounds like Archer will be taking care of the prisoners which are held captive, they also
appear – the Rocket Trio, Rudy, Blue and Geuron. Gotta make it past the finals to reach him. There’s a glitch here, you’ll see Mayla standing by the stairs. Share and a Rare Candy. Sweet. Mime) Prize: P2400She’s all that stands between us and Tangerine Prison, cue that Bonus Chapter theme.[XX60] BONUS CHAPTER 60 CISSY’S TRIAL
=====================================I was about to ask if any of you are also getting vibes of the Impel Down arc from the manga/anime series One Piece but according to Jenny on the left this place just so happens to be also known as Impel Down, ha! Jenny up top is glad to see Red here for the trial, it hasn’t started yet so we
got time to explore the lower level.First Jenny wants to pat us down.Officer Jenny (Lv150 all Ariados, Lanturn, Sceptile) Prize: P5400Only 3 cells are the ones we’re here to check, the rest are occupied by infamous killers. Chance to heal up. Green will take care of the cyborgs and asks Blue to take Red to the lab. Blue and Green find him, Green tells
him that the Orange League Hall of Fame. Jessie, Meowth and Rudy are shown. Follow Milly again through another doorway and we pop up for another dose of deep feels. When we get to that north area, another Grunt attacks us.Team Rocket Grunt (Lv33 Slowbro) Prize: P1188This guy has a change of heart and won’t do his job anymore. That girl is
just an illusion created by Buhi. Catch up to it and watch it go northeast. The end is near.[XX70] FINAL BONUS CHAPTER BRUNO ================================The man has been waiting, Red says he accepts Bruno’s challenge and hopes they have a fun match. Looks familiar? Level 150. Then Brown is brought in. Or a
Kadabra? Also, it allows devolution back to Eevee. Store (remember GameSleak Kai, top floor?). And there’s a Potion waiting in Storage. Surfing: Grimer, Goldeen. They know Red is here but think he doesn’t know about their base. We’re also told that each data has a built in anti-virus which will attack us. He wants a battle, gotta test drive that new
Porygon somehow, eh?>>RIVAL BATTLE>BOSS BATTLE>POKE-BOSS BATTLE>RIVAL BATTLE>TRAINER BATTLE>BOSS BATTLE>BOSS BATTLE Octillery[O] {Water/Steel} same as regular. That monster went on to kill Hogback. Go northwest to find TM119 Hydro Cannon before moving up to the residential area. You’ll find a Max Elixir at the
end of that path north. Wild Encounters: Machop, Geodude, Onix, Zubat, Arbok, Golbat, Marowak, Machoke.That’s a Lucky Punch you see when we arrive. Back below deck, in the north room Hawk asks Fern out and is turned down, she doesn’t even know him. He asks his team to be on the alert for it.[S] CHAPTER 19 – ARTICUNO CHAPTER
=================================There’s an upward ladder in the northeast corner, a ladder heading below in the middle of the area and in the north is a hole in the floor. No luck.>>BOSS BATTLE>RIVAL BATTLE>FINAL BATTLE>UNEXPECTED BATTLE>ANOTHER UNEXPECTED BATTLE>>>>>>>>>>>>> Toucannon
{Normal/Flying} at Lv28 – Smoochy {Ice/Psychic} -> Jynx[B] {Ice/Psychic} at Lv30 – Golbat -> Crobat by levelling up with high happiness – Nidorino[O] {Poison/Fire} & Nidorina[O] {Poison} -> Nidoking[O] & Nidoqueen[O] same way as regular versions. Its Error Wave move doesn’t affect Normal-types and its Necromancy move is a One-Hit KO
shot (though it only has 4PP). She says “No…You’re not the one…” and leaves. Red will tag along since Green is set on going there.Once you’re back in the Orange Arch. A gravestone on Route 12, in the Lavender Graveyard. If you choose No, you just continue playing as Red. They have officially signed up for the Indigo League and are ready to take
on the world. Blaine says they are just like the Orange Archipelago. This is where the game asks if we would like to play as Green. Follow her to the east of Saffron, Route 10. He seals the portal with his Spearow, using Fairy Wind. This Grunt is Carol’s husband Joshua. Since Team Rocket is expecting them to rescue Rudy, they have to sneak into the
Gym and Blue happens to know a secret passage.When we step outside, we’ve come from that northwest cave which was blocked by Martha earlier. Officer Jenny has caught up and it takes some talking to for her to give up her mission and walk away, because this is still about a Pokemon and obviously Jenny has Pokemon of her own. Catch it now.
Certain Pokemon can evolve via this thing. This is Grey, another participant from Pallet Town. A woman named Sandy shows up with her Munchlax. To thank Red he gives him the Volcano Badge, surprising Red who didn’t know that he was the Gym Leader here.End of Chapter 20 – Volcano Badge.Scene change. P700 Dire Hit P650 HP Up P9800
Protein P9800 Iron P9800 Carbos P9800 Calcium P9800 PP Up P9800 Zinc P9800 PP Max P9800 PokeDoll P1000On the right from the PokeCenter is TM59 Assurance and beyond the trees is the Gyaradosite Cultist. Red tells her the truth, he didn’t know about how Blue and the others would end up dying. Watching in secret are the Rocket Trio, the
time to make their move is now.Scene change to the Butwal Island PokeCenter, there’s Carly and she will not give up on chasing after Green, because she doesn’t have anything better to be doing. When he tries to reach her, Red is zapped by electricity, a trap, until Looker and Pink deactivate it.Team Rocket Grunt (Lv58 Lapras[O], Stantfur) Prize:
P2088Done and done, another Team Rocket operation shut down…and Pink wants to confess her feelings for Red but he doesn’t hear her. Silph Co’s Soul Net Drive converted Pikachu’s essence into data and that was installed into the very first Porygon. What’s up with that, Mom? Fast forward, we’ll get to battle SwampertX (Level 40). He is ready to
challenge the Cerulean Gym, not knowing who the Gym Leader is. Not money or power or unlimited wishes?? To the left from him is Delia, she says she’s going to the Orange Archipelago to visit someone. We return to the present and Milly tells us the other name of this island – the Island of Lost Time. Red has the idea of attacking Snorlax to wake it
up. Those two people are Cloud and Sephiroth. That is the spot where we saw Tesla, Pink and Geuron. June lives in the Ding Residence, tells us that a family moved into Sallie’s House and haven’t encountered the ghost. Can’t be caught unfortunately and after the battle it disappears. She was told that the real Ash isn’t going to wake up from his coma
but when Porygon-Z offered her a deal, she took it. So we return to the Police Station to update Jenny. Now we get to face Jigglypuff and if it deems Red worthy, it might join him. Go back to the S.S. Anne and enter that cabin I told you about, where a woman will appear. They know each other as Valor (Candela), Mystic (Blanche) and Instinct (Spark).
Archer is one of the Orange Cup representatives and will be in attendance so a break in won’t be something they’ll anticipate.**NOTE: This was left out in the previous version of the walkthrough – Route 14. Clear those trees to the south and we’re joined by Bill. Ivy is from this island and had a lab here but she was chased away so the lab is now
abandoned.In the southwest area is the Kinkan Dock and floating in the water is some Mystic Water. Carl and Sallie sound like they’re having a good time somewhere in the house. That person is Silver! He’s certain that the device is here, with it they will be able to summon a new powerful Pokemon to fight an unidentified foe.For the curious ones
among you, Blue’s team can be seen. It contains a Pokemon called Buzzwole (I had no idea what this was until I had to check. As Red wonders where Bulbasaur is, we see the little Grass-type leaving the Forest. Andrew wants to know where he saw her. They didn’t have a role in Beta 14.5 besides this so I wonder if they’ll be in action in the Beta 15
side of things.That ends the Bonus Chapters to be done here in Kanto. Meet the Orange Archipelago Gym Leaders! Then the special guests arrive: Tesla, a new man in a suit, Brown, another new face and Looker. Can’t top that there are some steps which you’ll see on the right when you went after that Mental Herb, continue along those steps all the
way to a Grunt trying to catch a Lapras.Team Rocket Grunt (Lv50 Magnezone, Raitora) Prize: P1800**BATTLE NOTES: Raitora {Electric} evolves from Kotora {Electric} by levelling up.She’ll mention a name of someone before going away – Cissy. The Rocket Trio appear, they’ve come to get Red off the island. I didn’t find it when I went back there,
and the guide isn’t specific about how Ditto is found (whether it’s a random encounter or in a PokeBall somewhere). Red remembers Okami’s Clefairy but Ash says there was no Clefairy in the building. But that’s not enough to save it, HypnoD disappears. Team Rocket! They’re going to blow up the blimp using a bunch of Voltorb, as revenge for
destroying the Kanto branch of the organisation.>>BOSS BATTLE>TRAINER BATTLE>BOSS BATTLE>SPECIAL BATTLE>TEAM BOSS BATTLE>RIVAL BATTLE>SPECIAL BATTLE>TRAINER BATTLE Tangelor {Grass} via level up while knowing Sunny Day. We meet a man who has been here for a WHILE, Porter. That’s fine for Tesla because she
won’t feel badly about sending her into the nest and Pink dies. Red sees it then it vanishes.If you go straight ahead you’ll reach stairs heading up. Afterwards, ignore that warp hole and head left. But the Program has suddenly been infected by a virus. Cissy shows up with another antidote, giving it to us because she doesn’t want to be part of Team
Rocket anymore. The Cave existed before Team Rocket, Dr Fuji and the writer arrived. Delia knows that the Ash we’ve been seeing all this time has been a projection. Mew is at Level 5. After the report is cut, go back to Green. So into the abyss we go.It is blacker than the blackest black x infinity here. The item found here is a Link Stone. It is here to
kill Red like it did to Grey. Then she starts singing Hypno’s song. The Tribe Ladies show up to capture Z but it escapes. To the right is another room which is the PokeCenter here (the computer works too) and in the corner next to it are lovers John and Denise, she says yes to his marriage proposal. It’s because she has Meowth, the Pokemon of Good
Fortune apparently. Now we can go all the way west to Zapdos. Continue, head down the steps and cross over to the other side. He has a favour to ask of Red: he wants help getting back that Jigglypuff which escaped from the Lab ages. It is at Level 30 and can be caught, although there are stronger Porygon around. Remoraid[O] {Water/Steel} (Surf)
Dratini[O] {Dragon/Fairy} (Surf) Gyarados[O] {Water/Dragon} (Fishing) Octillery[O] {Water/Steel} (Surf) Staryu[O] {Water/Fairy} (Fishing) Golduck Sentret Meowth Fearow Phanpy Donphan Unown Arbok 2 {Poison/Ground} Tentacool (Surf in Hamlin lake) Tentacruel (Surf in Hamlin lake) Seadra (Fishing in Hamlin lake) Stunpuff[Poison & Electric
variants] (Fishing in Hamlin lake)Lots of whirlpools dotting these waters. They’re soon returned to PokeBalls of an unseen Trainer. Still thirsty for revenge. First item is on the slope to the right from Shiva the Teleporter {TM100 Recover}. In the top left corner is what we need, a bag of Bird Feed. Alan says that Hypno is controlling her. The item you
find before getting to it is TM01 (Work Up a.k.a Focus Punch in another universe). He is here with Delia and we get invited to a picnic they’re going to have.[AS] CHAPTER 16 – FAIR CHILD ============================After the meal Ash says he’s going off again, the life of an aspiring Pokemon Master is always on the move. –
Dwebble[O] {Fire/Rock} -> Orangean Crustle {Fire/Rock} same as regular versions. We’ll soon find a column of flames blocking the way. From the bottom stairs surf on, picking up a Protein in the water. Up ahead he sees 2 unknown figures identified only as Cultists. So folks there own Meowth. She says that the power of Cipher allowed her to be
reborn in another form/ghost, in another time. Oak via the phone in the PokeCenter.Oak has been trying to call Green but he isn’t picking up and Red can’t tell him what has happened. The one on the left side of the room though…Occult Grunt (Lv145 Arbok 2) Prize: P2900Backtrack west from the Bug Catcher Grunt and go north.Occult Grunt (Lv143
Arbok 9) Prize: P2860On the left side is TM90 Substitute. We face Yusei, first met him back at Mt. Moon.Scientist Yusei (Lv45 Magneton, Electrode) Prize: P2160In the grass east after Yusei is a Nugget. Ivy. The one with Blaine is revealed to be a flawed prototype from Project Mewtwo, and this one is from the Orange Archipelago branch. The woman
on the right would’ve given us HM03 (Surf) but she dropped it in there.-(Underwater Spot)- Wild Grass: Krabby, Shellder, Gastroper, Cloyster.In the northwest corner is a Water Stone. Go through the doorway to the north. Get ready, Mewtwo is at Level 70. But after the battle, Mewtwo continues fighting Red, pushing him out of the cave and he
bumps into Blaine. She wants revenge for what happened to her and 2 other people named Jake and Samantha. There are a couple of items we can pick up from the left side of the Volcano. The ship was attacked by pirates and Thaan traded Mona for his freedom, leaving her with the pirates. Time for some truth to be dropped: Blanche says they are
leaving now, they’ve been lying to Red – the three of them are agents who were sent here by Professor Willow from the Orochi Region. They don’t make Card Keys like they use to, eh? Someone runs in, shouting about his Pokemon being stolen. Enter the residential area, go all the way to the northeast houses (Akashi and Midorima Residences) and
circle round behind the houses to find TM75 Swords Dance hidden behind the Akashi house. There are some Voltorb outside the building. At the north end of the Gym is a note that tells a story about the Gym Leader having a friend that died. – Paras[O] -> Parasect[O] same types and evolution as regular – Laketle {Water/Grass} – Laketoise
{Water/Steel} – Pidgey[O] {Flying/Dark} -> Pidgeotto[O] -> Pidgeot[O] same as regular – Pidgey[G] {Flying/Ghost} -> Pidgeotto[G] -> Pidgeot[G] same as regular – Delibird[O] {Ice/Steel} -> Deliclaus[G] {Ice/Dark} by levelling up. Southeast you’ll see a Swimmer in the middle of another pond. Have some room in your party. It was empty before but
now there’s a woman. Drake is the 5th Gym Leader and Champion of the Orange Archipelago (!!). Misty has Starmie. She wants to see the patient, her son. Then we see Blue about to board the blimp and meets a dark-haired guy that I’ve either forgotten or he’s a new character. BATTLE>ORANGE LEAGUE PRELIM. When Green shows up he sees the
baby and points out that it has been poisoned. As it fades, Pikachu sees someone it knows.A few days later…Red is back in the PokeCenter, being told by Nurse Joy that Brown and Grey will be okay. Delia heads upstairs with Ash. Turns out that she is the original Nurse Joy (?!) and all the others are clones of her (this game and clones, good grief..). All
we have at the moment are HMs 1-6 and 8, clearly some pimping up needs to be done in the Pokemon moves department. Mime)Two other Grunts near a path going further north, they confirm that Grey’s Pokemon were indeed sold for consumption and they plan to do the same to Martin’s Squirtle.Team Rocket Duo Prize: P4464 (Lv62 Parasect[O] &
Bomfur, Magnezone & Weezing[O], Deliclaus[G])Then we face the Grunt who set this fire.Team Rocket Grunt (Lv60 Scizor) Prize: P2160Would’ve been a nice touch if he had a major Fire-type instead. Oak understands and he releases her. Fun times.12 LAPRAS MASTER ================Sprite: Tuber boy Location: Blimp corridor Uses Lv255
Lapras (holds Leftovers) Prize: P1020013 FLAREON MASTER =================Sprite: blonde guy Location: Route 15 east of Pumello Island, near “Drake training hill” Uses Flareon Lv255 Prize: P1020014 WEEZING MASTER =================Sprite: Tuber boy Location: Route 15 east of Sudachi Island gate Uses Weezing Lv255
Prize: P1020015 VICTREEBEL MASTER ====================Sprite: Male Swimmer Location: swimming north of Sudachi Island town Uses Lv255 Victreebel & Lv0 ? The Sage disappears, this time they leave behind an opening in the wall. Mime, Toxeon) Prize: P2088**BATTLE NOTES: Toxeon is Eevee’s Poison-type form via the Evol
Coral.We’ll reach a fork in the road. Beedrill[O] is a Bug/Fire, same evolution as regular Metapod.South from him is Zeek. Surf all the way to our next destination.[013] TANGELO ISLAND – “The Island of Exotic Creatures.” ====================Places of Interest ……………… – Pokemon Center – PokeMart – Pokemon Wildlife Park – Drama
Residence (Increase Pokemon Happiness for P5000)TANGELO ISLAND POKEMART ………………….. Red wants to get some answers from Erika.End of Chapter 15 – Eeveelution.At the Gym, Clinton asks Erika why she sent Red after Eevee, which is part of their project. Red can’t fight them and the duo are here to team up with him because they want
to save Meowth. Next stop, Saffron, east of Route 5.[U] CHAPTER 21 – PALLET HEROES ==============================What you’ll see as you travel back through the towns is that Ramuh the Teleporter is missing. The aim is to get to the northwest, but there are fossils we pick up on the way. Red says they should do some
investigating, go into the cave and let’s have a closer look at that old recorder. Bill notices that there’s a microchip on its ear, which explains the transformations. So the challenge is set, Green wants to see who will get the Badge first.End of Chapter 04 – Electric Rodent.[E] CHAPTER 05 – BOULDER BADGE
==============================There is a nice little cameo at the Pewter City Museum for those of you who pop in over there for a look. Head south to meet Dudley.Scientist Dudley (Lv37 Machamp, Ancieon) Prize: P1776That warp panel near him sends us to 3F.The item we see is an HP Up. To the left from Avery is another warp
panel.Scientist Avery (Lv38 Magneton, Electrode) Prize: P1824We’ll end up on 4F, passing those boxes where Blue found an item in her Bonus Chapter, reaching a warp panel which sends us elsewhere in the building.Team Rocket Grunt (Lv36 Rapidash, Mr. Mime) Prize: P1296In the room past him we find a warp panel on the left and one in the
corner area on the right. I don’t want to start from scratch because I ended up doing that when I played the earlier Beta 15 so I will be jumping straight for the new content for this portion of the walkthrough. Blue acts like she didn’t find someone else to be her prince, getting angry when Red reminds her of what she said and telling her that he now
has another princess. We get a message from Green, telling us to come to the PokeCenter. Go to Blue’s house, Pink shows up and isn’t sure why she’s here. The Board of Directors have placed a bounty on Archer. Red tells the family that he followed their daughter here…except that according to Daren they don’t have a daughter…Must be fatigue or
Red imagining things. It tells us that Porygon showed up and reshaped the whole network, leading to viruses appearing. Red is roped into sticking around to help her.End of Chapter 12 – Breaking In.[M] CHAPTER 13 – MEW HUNT =========================Return to the Game Corner, where we find that Grunts are blocking the door.
We rush out of there and meet the clones outside. Before he can catch it, the strange man shows up to warn him not to touch the Pokemon. That item on the right is a Repel. Coco is the guy roaming about to the right from Ursula, he shares some information about the Master Trainers we’ve seen here and there: if all of them are defeated something
happens at the top of Mt. Moon. Red wants to help but it thinks he’s with Team Rocket and attacks. A flashback starts, showing Green leaving Oak’s Lab and seeing Carly outside. It’s from Elite 4 member Bruno and is a good old fashioned challenge! He wants to battle us at the summit of Mt. Moon. He doesn’t even remember who they are. He blames
himself for its death, believing he was overconfident in his training. Orangean Pidgey {Flying/Dark} Orangean Pidgeotto {Flying/Dark} Pinsir Orangean Hoppip {Grass/Fairy} Orangean Skiploom {Grass/Fairy} Wingull (while surfing too) Pelipper (while surfing too) Tentacruel (Surfing) Sunmola {Water} (Surfing, fishing) Orangean Carvanha
{Water/Ground} (Surfing) Qwilfish (fishing) Magikarp (fishing) Gyarados (fishing) Orangean Gyarados {Water/Dragon} (fishing)As soon as we touch land, scene change.Meanwhile..We see Jessie, James and Meowth elsewhere. He has lost his mind thanks to not being able to handle the reality of life imprisonment. Why though?An island missing its
youthful people, since they leave once they become young adults. I got one question for you – how curious are you, hm? After the battle it transforms into Articuno and flies off. Surfing: Magikarp, Gyarados, Staryu. Jenny has Gastly protect our Pokemon from Drowzee’s hypnosis. Here we go:From the 8 horizontal tiles right on the edge above the first
platform (8 orange tiles bordering a blue tile), move 3 steps down from the 4th tile from the left. Now that Red got rid of it, there’s nothing in the way of the ritual. It is believed that the Shrine can repel evil spirits, but she knows that Red isn’t here for that but to seek Celebi’s time travelling powers. End of Major Note.Under the New Game we see
Red in a haze. On the 1st Floor is a little girl who is a trigger for the Bonus Chapter that includes GameSleak Kai, her name is Babe. Showdown in the Orange League.>>ORANGE LEAGUE FINAL BATTLE>BOSS BATTLE>BOSS BATTLE>BOSS BATTLE>ORANGE LEAGUE PRELIM. Don’t go for that corridor yet, go southwest. We heard about a
serpent Pokemon being on this island, drop down through that hole to meet it.>>LEGENDARY BATTLE>BOSS BATTLE>GYM BATTLE>BOSS BATTLE>LEGENDARY BATTLE>BOSS BATTLE>LEGENDARY BATTLE>BOSS BATTLE>POKE-BOSS BATTLE>TRAINER BATTLE>TRAINER BATTLEORANGE LEAGUE CHAMPIONSHIP BATTLE>TRAINER
BATTLE>LEGENDARY BATTLE>LEGENDARY BATTLES>INDIGO LEAGUE CHAMPIONSHIP>BOSS BATTLE Milotic (not sure about evolution) – Lurantis (not sure about type[s] and/or evolution) – Oranguru (not sure about type[s] and/or evolution) – Gorochu (not sure about type[s] and/or evolution) – Stantga (not sure about type[s] and/or evolution)
– Stantfur (not sure about type[s] and/or evolution) – Stanthorn (not sure about type[s] and/or evolution) – Hercules (not sure about type[s] and/or evolution) – Turban Water/Ice like Gastroper?, not sure about evolution[039] UPDATE EXTRAS ===================This little section covers how to find Shiny Ditto and the legendary Pokemon
Shaymin which I didn’t find during my own playthrough. Then we return to the present.Enter the Tower and go back to where we faced Koga. New Elaine grants her that freedom she wants so badly by killing Tamara. The relationship between Braille and the ROMhack world runs deep, never forget that next time you play a hack and there’s a Braille
code or message to be deciphered haha.Underwater Cave —————Pokemon Found (Levels: 87-100) …………. We’ll end up in a corridor that leads to a lobby. The timeline altering is what guaranteed Cipher’s win. Jolene notes the voice of Alan, the other person who was there with Elaine. Blaine reveals that Mewtwo is a genetic Pokemon made from a
Mew cell and some of his own human cells. Lying to her will portray Steve as a hero who protected Red until the end. She wants to enter the drawing contest being held in the Celadon Dept. (Rhyhorn Lv22) Prize: P792Red is happy about his victory, but that doesn’t last. Jump in!VALENCIA ISLAND (ORANGE ARCHIPELAGO NETWORK)
——————————————–There’s a note from Lunos’ guide about this:This encompasses all the areas in the Orange Archipelago Network. Says she’ll go home and tells Red to mind his own business. First round is an Egg Hunt, whoever gets it first wins. That Pikachu reappears after reading the note. Geuron got the same orders too. Red manages
to get rid of one and for the second one, we need to find something to distract it because if you try to approach it, Magmar will shoot fire at us. How do we get one? Pink writes about working for the Pokemon Association after Brown left. When he wakes up, Jiggly’s gone. Rudy, Blue and Looker are also dead in this timeline. There are some other
Grunts we can battle. If you go back to the Forest, all the way to where we found Green, at the right side end of that area you’ll find a Miracle Seed. Bill, Daisy Oak, Delia and Ramuh are here too. Kotora {Electric} Orangean Doduo {Fairy/Flying} Nightbell Orangean Murkrow Worma {Bug/Psychic} Magrub {Bug/Psychic} Orangean Dratini
{Dragon/Fairy} (Surf) Golppy {Water} (Surf) Inkay {Dark/Psychic} (Surf) Orangean Delibird {Ice/Steel} (Surf) Wishiwashi {Water} (Fishing) Whiscash (Fishing) Wooper (Fishing) Seaqueen {Water} (Fishing) Quagsire (Fishing)There’s a little girl standing by the pool below us, sounding like she’s reciting a children’s rhyme about roses. Way more
user friendly than the original trio of Rods (Old, Good and Super) haha. There are tablets that tell the legends about legendary Pokemon. On the other side of that fence below is Officer Jenny (you get to her by winding round from Louie) but for now all she says is “Luke I know it’s you..”. Sequel to that other Nurse Joy clone Bonus Chapter?End of
Bonus Chapter 49 Joyful World.[XX50] BONUS CHAPTER 50 SIREN =============================For this one we speak to Runuko, that man standing near the Monsta Cado Residence. Red hears Green’s scream from inside, go in to enter what looks like the interior of an ancient chamber. Green will fight one, we take on the
other.Team Rocket Grunt (Lv60 Hypno x2, Alakazam[O], Machamp) Prize: P2160Those 2 take off and Green tells Red to go forward. Unown (everywhere)At the top of the steps Red notes that this place wasn’t here before. Her Lab is just up ahead but who else is blocking the entrance but old man Martha. Those steps below just lead to frozen ground
so go east and meet Rita.Swimmer Rita (Lv59 Walrein & Araquanid) Prize: P2360Ranger Jacob (Lv59 Krocki & Venusaur[F]) Prize: P4248Northeast from him is the Gym. She’ll ask him to be her prince (only because she hasn’t found anyone else, yet). Southwest from the PokeMart is TM101 (Petal Storm). Use the top right tile, sends us to the middle
center room. Green reminds us about looking for Prof. With the Lv255 team? So head north, got a couple of Grunts we have to deal with. He suddenly hears something and runs off. Tesla will take care of Red and Pink comes along.Back to Red.[035] RIND ISLAND – “The Island of Miracle & Destiny.” =================Places of Interest
………………Pokemon Found …………. Spelling keeps changing) and Nate are seeing Archer and Tesla with their report. He remembers that he fought Giovanni and didn’t get his Gym Badge…only for Yellow to drop a major bomb – we don’t need the Gym Badge to participate in the Pokemon League. And Red just shrugs it off. They’ve spotted it and go
after it.End of Chapter 02 – Missing Pokemon.[C] CHAPTER 03 – SAVING KANGASKHAN ==================================Oak tells Red to explore Viridian Forest, maybe he’ll find Pokemon that he hasn’t seen before. If Red wants to know more about the island he’ll have to follow her. Fishing: Seel, Tentacool, Gyarados.The
weather shifts as soon as we arrive, no surprise because soon enough we touch down on Seafoam Island (Right Side section). xD!). Continue up to another Grunt in front of a cave opening. Search those 3 tiny pieces near where the bridge to the ferry. Continue all the way north to the top of Mt. Crystal and pick up the Lunar Wing. One resident claims
to have seen her in the forest at night. She has nightmares regularly, so she got a Munna because it eats nightmares. Explosive!Back to Red. Floating in the small pool, bottom right area of town, is a Max Potion. There’ll be a opening on the left and one more just above on the right. Misty suggests they visit the PokeCenter close by, there is a phone
they can use.[F] CHAPTER 06 – MOUNT MOON ===========================Get to the PokeCenter. But he can’t beat it. Identified as a Level 40 Bury Alive. On our way out we meet Green, still having time to play Rival when things have gotten serious. Named Mizzi, they give us a Key Stone and a Venusaurite Y. Samantha Jenny is the
original Officer Jenny and Jake Henry is the original Officer Henry. Because Red doesn’t know about Team Rocket yet, he just notes that the Grunt could be a Trainer. Back to Route 25.Parent Jean (Lv20 Clefairy) Prize: P480Up those stairs after Jean, there’s Bill. They take shape and reform into the legendary Moltres! Team Rocket caught it at the

Indigo Plateau. Pikachu goes on to tell us about his time with Ash and what happened with Team Rocket. It’ll be months before Grey is confirmed to be their Trainer if she does that….or Red defeats Renee here and now to get those Pokemon back for Grey. North of town is blocked by a recurring character, old man Martha. The team with the most
score wins.First prince I found is Bill, he’s in the West Sector.Trainer Bill (Lv61 Magikarp, Farfetch’d, Vulpix) Prize: P4880Green is in the South Sector. Zapdos flees deeper into the Plant, Surge goes after it but leaves to deal with a pair of Grunts.Team Rocket Grunts (Lv33 Nidorina & Clefable, Sandslash) Prize: P2376[XX18] BONUS CHAPTER 18
ZAPDOS ==============================Bottom right area, you’ll find TM33 (Reflect). It’s a Kadabra and here is Sabrina, one of Team Rocket’s Elite Triad. Deletion is set to follow but there’s an error, then the program resumes. Standing near that mighty statue of Lugia is a girl whom Red thinks is Blue but she is not, despite her
looks. Enter the top right cave. Samantha says they need any help that comes by. Koga takes the chance to get away.Return to Mr Fuji to let him know that the Tower is safe. Farfetch’d Lickitung Orangean Koffing Ghost Pidgey Alolan Rattata Alolan Raticate SoFetch! {Normal/Flying} Mantyke (Surf) Sunmola {Water} (Surf) Anchorage {Water/Steel}
(Surf) Lumirage {Water/Dark} (Surf) Orangean Magikarp {Water} (Fishing) Orangean Gyarados {Water/Dragon} (Fishing) Anchorage {Water/Steel} (Fishing) Orangean Lapras {Water/Rock} (Fishing)What else do we got going on here? Speak to Mom, this time we’re picking up the daughter of a family friend. Remember Super Red from the Celadon
Cave? Press A by the tank, Red sees the Ditto inside and realises that it is trying to break out! Catch it if you can!>>SPECIAL BATTLE Metang[O] -> Metagross[O] same types & evolution – Bellossom[B], not sure of type and/or evolution – Skyray {Water/Flying}, not sure of evolution – Hoothoot -> Nightstrix {Normal/Flying} by level up while holding
the Region Orb? How is it still alive? The two Items found near this path are a PokeBall and one Rare Candy. What Milly is showing Red is a future where Cipher wins. As a prize, he’ll let us have one of his Pokemon, a Level 40 Tyrogue. He’s not surprised, because he sent Nate there while knowing about Luana. He has left behind what we need for
those crates – the S.S. Key. His name is Hayden. The only thing it says is Cipher, the ancient god that Sammy was trying to draw power from. This whole damn time. Officer Jenny shows up to accompany the Pokemon back to their Trainers. Machop Geodude Orangean Ponyta {Ice} Orangean Numel {Ice/Ground} Orangean Sneasel
{Fairy/Ice}Pokemon Found (3F) …………. Hayley runs out to check on Carl and Daren is too injured leave. When he finds out about the Pokemon Tower, he asks Fuji why he didn’t bury Doduo there. The end is near.(Summit)Archer isn’t too happy to see Red but he was just a distraction – his crew have unleashed cyborg Pokemon all over this island.
She tells Green and Red what happened to her: coming back to life after being killed by Luana while Carly was searching for Green in the Kumquat Island Hotel. Fishing: Horsea, Shellder, Gyarados, Psyduck, Magikarp.VERMILION CITY POKEMART …………………. There’s also a little girl, who isn’t identified saying that she’s going to die here. Red
can’t get close to it. The game will ask if you want to lie to Sugar. No males in the real world, but here they are haha. Then they disappear. Bad news is the path is blocked by Martha. In the previous versions of Adventure Red he wasn’t selling. The machines have viruses in them and he can’t fix them because he’s not a strong Trainer. As Red, move to
the bottom left corner and pick up a battery. Go all the way south on that left side to find Rare Candy. Return to 2F and drop that barricade.-Silph Co 9F- ………….Team Rocket Grunt (Lv38 Fearow) Prize: P1368Scientist Nob (Lv40 Chansey x2) Prize: P1920South from him is a warp panel which takes us to the left side of this floor. Just above that is
TM85 (Dream Eater).South from the Fortuneteller Program is a warp panel and along that path carrying on east is Tsukuyo.Parent Tsukuyo (Lv65 Weezing[O], Avalugg) Prize: P1560At the end of that path is Data and Level 80 Virus B. And so are the Victreebel. At the Oak house is Daisy, who would give us a Town Map if she had one. Cipher’s servant
is called forth – Red! Milly says that is what will happen if Red goes down the path of greed and selfishness. Then it turns into a zombie, Corpse 1 (Level 25) and attacks. We’ll appear on the 1F, another area, where we’ll find TM40 (Aerial Ace). It escaped from its PokeBall. What the..? Carry on north to a Grunt blocking a doorway. Blue takes her
Marsh Badge.End of Bonus Chapter 20 Blue’s Tale 2.Scene change. Back to the south and head east. Gives us a chance to see what else is going on in Viridian before looking for Bulbasaur.Outside the Tokiwa Residence are Janna and Henry. Battle for the Badge!>>GYM BATTLE>BOSS BATTLE Lickilicky after learning Rollout -> Lickylick
{Normal/Psychic} by level up while knowing a Psychic move. Up the next stairs and wind round to find Knuckles.Black Belt Knuckles (Lv30 Primeape) Prize: P720Not your regular NPC Trainer, this guy. Eevee joins our team. Another lady blocks the entrance, Idaten.Tribe Lady Idaten (Lv60 Persian) Prize: P12000Inside the castle we find a dead
Meowth – the Cat of Bounty! Who did this? Back to the West Sector, on the way we meet our resident stalker Pink. Into the cave we go.SEAFOAM ISLANDS —————-Right Side (1F)- Wild Encounters: Seel, Psyduck, Zubat, Golbat.Red wonders if Articuno is responsible for all the ice and snow he sees outside. Taylor thinks maybe if she had a Pikachu
or Raichu it wouldn’t be afraid. What’s needed is a Remeyo Weed, which can cure that poison. Her name is Sammy and she’ll ask Red if he believes in Ghosts. So Koga reveals his trump card, Articuno.-Silph Co 10F- …………..Back to Red. But after the battle Red has a PokeBall ready and catches it. A big house, with a whole squad of maids and
everything. Only chance to catch it.>>SPECIAL BATTLE>LEGENDARY BATTLEPOKE-BOSS BATTLE>GYM BATTLE>BOSS BATTLE>BOSS BATTLE>POKE-BOSS BATTLE>TRAINER BATTLE>ORANGE LEAGUE PRELIM. Double Battle.Occult Grunt (Lv132 Flydra & Lv143 Scizor) Prize: P5720**BATTLE NOTES: Seadra evolves into Flydra
{Dragon/Flying} via Ice Stone.#3 goes into the house. There are some Grunts by the entrance, Red recognises the uniform from the one worn by the Grunt he bumped into back in Pallet Town Forest. Red is surprised to see that Green also has a PokeDex and this is where he finds out that Oak is Green’s grandfather. Head for the blimp, destination
Hoenn!“””””””””””””” ~HOENN REGION~ “”””””””””””””[040g] SOUTHERN ISLAND (a.k.a EON Island) ======================Pokemon Found [Levels: 87-100] …………. From Red to Blue, who has her eyes on someone.[K] CHAPTER 11 – WARTORTLE WARS ===============================Back to Red. I’m slowly
getting tired of her.We arrive on Trovita Island and spot a Grunt. Green goes off to save his Pokemon and Red has to find someone who may know what’s going on. Red faces it, catch it if you can.>>LEGENDARY BATTLE>BOSS BATTLE>LEGENDARY BATTLE>TRAINER BATTLE Kakuna[O] {Bug/Poison} -> Beedrill[O] {Bug/Fire} same as regular –
Butterfree[O] {Bug/Psychic} – Arbok 2 {Poison/Ground} – Halloween Gengar {Ghost} – Ekans[O] {Poison/Water} -> Arbok[O] {Poison/Water} same as regular. Your move.Maple supposes that Kingkarp came to the surface to avoid a bigger predator from the ocean floor where it had been all this time. Afterwards he passed on and Red hears a voice
of another creature that we’ll only see for a very brief second before everything fades to black.End of Bonus Chapter 23 The Return.[XX24] BONUS CHAPTER – ROAD TO STARDOM ======================================For this one we need to speak to Prof. After its defeated, Starmie disappears. The bottom of the internet
which is connected to other dimensions (funny you should mention dimensions after what we just saw moments ago..). It suddenly appears in front of Red and Dark Fog come out, free at last. Interesting.Team Rocket Grunt (Lv38 Clefable, Tentacruel) Prize: P1368Team Rocket Grunt (Lv38 Raticate, Raichu) Prize: P1368On the left from him is the most
valuable item we’ve randomly picked up so far – a Master Ball. Mayla feels for Blue’s parents. Go back into the Pallet Town Forest, that northern area where we met Green, to locate Level 8 Cubone. Red sees the exit, it’s in the northwest corner. Then we’re joined by Carly, who hasn’t stopped chasing after Green. Even after that battle and the end of
the game, if you go back there you’ll still find Bruno and can fight him again like it’s the first time.[041] FINAL NOTES & OTHER RAMBLINGS ===================================We’ve reached the end of the walkthrough after yet another jam packed update for this massive game. Anya then disappears. Green will meet us at the
Mandarin Island port.On the way south, Red hears the sound of that Porygon. At the Museum there’s a Black Belt on the left from the entrance corridor. In the north is Brock.Leader Brock Prize: P6200 (Lv58 Geodudes, Lv59 Geodudes, Lv60 Golem, Lv61 Kabutops, Onix, Lv62 Crustle[O])**BATTLE NOTES: Crustle[O] {Fire/Rock} evolves same way as
regular Crustle.I can’t believe he went and got himself more Geodudes/Triodudes/Geotrio/3 Wise ‘Dudes hahaha, technically that’s a team of 10 Pokemon! How is that even allowed??On the way to the north end, that Porygon appears. Continue to the north side to meet the Lickylick Master. She named it Ian and it was strange. We go inside and talk to
him. Red asks her how she got rid of the Wicked Deities that attacked in the past. Back to the present, he tells Red that Hamlin Island is in the Orange Archipelago. Buggy is next.Bug Catcher Buggy (Lv13 Paras) Prize: P156Going north and then southwest, where we meet Nurse Joy as she harvests Pecha Berries. The first item seen there is a Leaf
Stone. They say the door leads to the place responsible for what’s happening to the Pokemon on the island. Make your way back round to the Gate. Yup, things have gone dark right off the bat. Move them boulders and carry on.ROUTE 19 ——–Pokemon Found …………. That’s Gray standing among the flowers, he is silent at first but he’ll ask Red for
help. Jafar adds that he has seen 10 kinds of Arbok so far, with different Abilities and power. Both Gyarados are Water/Dragon-types, Gyarados[F] holds Leftovers. That leaves us to face Luana.>>BOSS BATTLE>LEGENDARY BATTLE>BOSS BATTLE
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